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Abstract
Traditional language parsing is mainly based on generative grammar in English. As
English and Chinese belong to two different families of language, a grammar is not
sufficient for Chinese parsing although it is still important. In passive sentences in
English and Chinese, there exists some similarity, but there also exists some
difference. In this paper, first the sememe analysis is introduced in Chinese parsing.
Second, we will compare the passive sentence in English and Chinese with respect to
sentence pattern, semantic relations and other aspects in view of knowledge graph
theory. We find that after we use sememe analysis in Chinese parsing, we can easily
deal with Chinese passive sentences.
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1 Grammar and semantics
The traditional parsing of sentences in natural languages is processed by the grammar. This
method is available for languages like German, Russian and English. In these languages, we
encounter form change of words, i.e., declension. But for Chinese, a language different from these
languages, although grammar is important in parsing, it is not sufficient to complete the sentence
parsing.
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In grammar sentence components and composition rules are studied. The focus is on determining
which component is the subject of the sentence, and which component is the object of the sentence,
etc. From the viewpoint of grammar, the subject of the sentence expresses the topic that is
discussed in the sentence. The others are explanation of and comment on the topic.
In semantics the meaning included in the sentence is studied. In semantics, the question is which
component is the agent or actor of the action, and which is the patient or receiver of the action, etc.
For languages with form changing, through the grammatical analysis, especially the form
changing of sentence components, we can get the basic meaning of the sentence. So in knowledge
graph theory there are three main representations to express sentences according to the different
kinds of verbs.
(1) For transitive verbs, we have the following representation in knowledge graphs.
The first token denotes the agent of the verb denoted by the middle token. The last token denotes
the patient or receiver of the same verb.
(2) For intransitive verbs, we have the following representation in knowledge graphs.
The first token denotes the agent of the verb denoted by the second token.
(3) For a word like BE, we have the following representation in knowledge graphs.
We see that all these three representations are not grammatical, but semantical. That is to say, all
three representations are the results of semantic analysis, not the results of syntactic analysis.
The problem is how to map sentences onto these three representations. The process to map
sentences onto these three knowledge graph representations is called structural parsing. For active
sentences, not only for Chinese sentences, but also for English sentences, the map is not difficult,
because the word order in the sentences is the same as in the representations. But for passive
sentences, the map is very difficult, especially in Chinese.
We have discussed passive sentences in [Hoede et al., 2000]. In that paper, we gave a Chinese
passive sentence “北京鸭烤熟了, Bei3jing1 ya1 kao3 shou2 le, Beijing duck bake well le”.
Translated we would say “The Beijing duck was baked well”. The structure of the sentence is the
same as in “北京鸭跑了, Bei3jing1 ya1 pao3 le, Beijing duck run le”. Translated we would say
      transitive verb
CAU CAU
ALI
.
     intransitive verb
CAU
ALI
.
BE
.
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“The Beijing duck ran”. From the viewpoint of syntax, the subject is “北京鸭, Bei3jing1 ya1,
Beijing duck” in both sentences. The others are predicates. But, as we know, the first sentence is a
passive sentence, and the second one is an active sentence. Moreover, there are no marks to show
which sentence is in passive tense. Why do we know the differences between these two sentences?
Why can we understand these two sentences? The answer is that we understand these two
sentences according to their meanings. What is the meaning? How to get the meaning? In order to
get the meaning, we should do more work on the sub-level of the word graphs.
2 Sememe analysis
In knowledge graph theory, we use the structure “□ÅALI━ ” to indicate the type of a word. In
order to get the word meaning, this representation is not sufficient. That is to say, we should
represent words by word graphs of larger size. In particular in Chinese, we understand sentences
according to the word meaning, not to the sentence structure only.
In the 1940’s, the Danish linguist L. Hjelmslev [Jia, 1999] introduced the idea of sememe analysis.
In sememe analysis, the word is decomposed into some more basic concepts that themselves are
words. In natural language processing, there are some advantages to use sememes to explain the
word meanings.
Before typing up sememe analysis with the concept of word graph in knowledge graph theory, we
should give a definition of the concept of sememe.
Definition 1: A morpheme is a meaningful linguistic unit consisting of a word, such as “man”, or
a word element, such as “-ed” in “walked”, that cannot be divided into smaller meaningful
linguistic parts.
Definition 2: A sememe is the meaning expressed by a morpheme.
As in knowledge graph theory any subgraph of the mind graph can be framed and named, and the
structure is considered to be the meaning, these definitions definitely pose some problems. If
“man” is a morpheme and this is considered not to be divisible into smaller meaningful linguistic
parts, then we have a sharp contrast with the idea that the word graph for “man” may be very large
and may therefore contain subgraphs that themselves form concepts. In a way this word graph
may then be looked upon as consisting of a set of word graphs, that may have corresponding
words that are morphemes, and that are linked into a larger structure.
Let us now consider the basic idea of description of concepts by sememes. The meaning of the
concept is described by giving a set of morphemes. This is what is called sememe analysis.
Knowledge graph theory can be considered to do just that, but to impose an extra structure on
these sememes.
(1) We know that one word in one language often not has the corresponding word in another
language exactly. Language has national features. If we do not use sememe analysis, or do not use
the basic concepts to represent words, we cannot understand the exact meaning of the words. For
example, the words representing family relations of human beings show a lot of difference. The
word “兄, xiong1” in Chinese is an example. “兄, xiong1” means “elder brother”, these does not
exist an exact corresponding word in English. Whereas, if we meet the word “brother” in a text in
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English, for instance in “he is my brother”, we cannot translate the sentence into Chinese exactly,
because we do not know the exact meaning of the word “brother”. But, if we use some more basic
concepts to explain words, we can get the exact meaning of words. As for the word “兄, xiong1,
elder brother”, we can represent it as the following graph.
Here the frame describes a set of sememes. This set is consider to “determine” the concept 兄,
xiong1 or elder brother. The word graph for 兄, xiong1 should then be constructable from the
word graphs of these collected concepts.
(2) If we develop the sememe analysis by adding some modifiers to the word graphs, we can
explain the passive sentences. Although the sentences “北京鸭烤熟了, Bei3jing1 ya1 kao3 shou2
le, The Beijing duck was baked well” and “北京鸭跑了, Bei3jing1 ya1 pao3 le, Beijing duck run
le” has the same structure syntactically, we can classify the difference by a sememe analysis. For
example, for the word “烤, kao3, bake”, we can get the following word graph.
What are added here are not “pure” sememes. In fact, what is expressed is that for baking a human
is the agent and food is the patient. This is enough to determine who is baking and what is baked.
From this word graph, we see that “北京鸭, Bei3jing1 ya1, Beijing duck,” which is not a human,
in the sentence “北京鸭烤熟了, Bei3jing1 ya1 kao3 shou2 le, The Beijing duck was baked well”
plays the role of patient (or object) in semantically. That is to say, here the word “北京鸭,
Bei3jing1 ya1, Beijing duck” is the subject syntactically, but the patient semantically. In the
following sections, we will give the discussion about passive sentences in more detail.
(3) In knowledge graph theory, we stress the slogan “the structure is meaning”. After having
introduced sememes into knowledge graphs, we not yet truly get it. In the example for 烤, kao3 or
bake we had to introduce the concepts “agent” and “patient”. However, in the knowledge graph
description of a transitive verb we would give, as simplest word graph,
兄, xiong1, elder brotherALI
FPAR
ALI ALI ALI
human  relative  brethren  male  elder
ALI ALI
烤, kao3, bakeALI
FPAR
 agent             patient
ALI
EQU
ALI
EQU
human food
          bake
CAU CAU
ALI
.
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Here the two unlabeled tokens play the role of agent respectively patient. The information
introduced by the extended sememes can also be given by the graph
Now the power of the representation by knowledge graph becomes apparent. It covers the
sememes as well as the structure between the sememes. Making such a word graph from the
“sememe word graph” may not be easy. The problem is similar to that of structural parsing in
which a sentence graph is made from word graphs.
Like the basic relationships that we have chosen in knowledge graph theory, if we define some
symbols to represent basic concept like sememes, the representations do not depend on the
particular language. For instance, if we use a1 for denoting a human, b1 for denoting relative, c1 for
denoting brethren, d1 for denoting male, and e1 for denoting elder, the sememe word graph of 兄,
xiong1 or elder brother becomes the following.
After this, we only need a dictionary to explain these symbols to get its exact meaning, by putting
them together in a word graph structure.
3 Passive sentences and their representations in knowledge
graphs
The sentence, in which the subject (from the viewpoint of syntax) of the sentence is the patient
(from the viewpoint of semantics) of the verb in the sentence, is called a passive sentence.
Grammar discusses the formal structures of a sentence, and semantics discusses the sentence’s
meaning.
In [Hoede et al., 2000], we have discussed some particular problems in Chinese understanding,
and we have analyzed these problems by using knowledge graph methods. In that paper, we found
that the passive sentences are very difficult to study, especially in Chinese. The passive sentences
reflect the contradictions of sentences between their form and their meaning. Therefore, in this
paper, we give some more discussion on passive sentences.
We know that a transitive verb has two modes, the active and the passive. It is in active mode,
when the subject of the sentence is the agent or actor of its action, and in passive mode, when the
subject is the patient or object of its action, i.e., originally the object of the action syntactically.
ALI
FPAR
ALI ALI ALI
   a1      b1     c1      d1     e1
ALI ALI
human    bake     food
CAU CAU
.
ALIALI ALI
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The passive sentence in both languages (English and Chinese) can be divided into “special”
passive sentence and “meaning” passive sentence. There exist some special marks in the special
passive sentences, but the meaning passive sentence does not have such a mark. Passive sentences
are relatively complex. It has reflected the inconsistency between language content and language
form.
In the theory of Reichenbach, tenses are expressed by ordering the time of the speech act with
respect to the time of the verb act. Consider the sentence “boy loves dog” and “boy loved dog”.
We let the form of the verb express the passive tense of the sentence. Reichenbach attaches a time
value, t1, to love and a time value, t0, to the statement. So, for the sentence “Speaker say: boy love
dog”, we can express it as follows.
The ordering expresses the past. We have to make difference between “loved” and “has loved”.
When we introduce the time interval [t1,b, t1,e] (t1,b denotes the begin of the interval, t1,e denotes the
end of the interval), then t1,e━ORDÆt0 for the ordering in case of “has loved”.
We will use ts for indicating the time of speaking and tv for indicating the time of the act described
by the verb, tv,b and tv,e will indicate the begin-point and end-point of the time interval during
which the act took place. The sentence graphs of “boy loved dog” and “boy has loved dog” are
then given respectively as
and
ORDALI
CAUALI CAU
ALI
ALI
love
boy dog
PAR
EQU
ALI
ts
time
EQU
tv
time
ORDALItime
CAUALI CAU
ALI
ALI
love
boy dog
PAR
EQU
ALI
ts
time
EQU
tv,e
.
t1
ALI ALI
speaker say boy love dog
ORD
PAR PAR
t0
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The sentence “dog was loved by bog” has “dog” as grammatical subject, but the sentence graph is
taken to be the same as that of “boy has loved dog” if we do not want to distinguish the subtle
difference. But as we know, in the sentence “dog was loved by boy” the topic is “dog”, and in the
sentence “boy has loved dog”, the topic is “boy”. If we have to distinguish the subtle difference
between these two sentences, we can do the following.
Now, firstly, we consider just the sentence “dog was loved”. The basic structure now is
It is NOT expressed who loves the dog! Now put a BE-frame around this structure to stress the
passive sentence, we get:
We can now attach the tv-ts structure again, but not to “love” but to the BE-frame. This then
expresses “was loved dog”.
If we want to say “by boy” this asks for “boy━ALIÆ□━CAUÆ”. The word “by” describes the
structure “□Å CAU━□”. Now the free token can be identified with the token for “love”.
Concluding, we can see that the sentence “dog was loved” is expressed by the sentence graph:
And the sentence “dog was loved by boy” is expressed by the sentence graph:
time
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
love      dog
CAU
ALI ALI
BE
ALI ORD ALI time
ALI
.dogCAUALI ALIlove
.
BE
dogCAUALI ALIlove
time
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ALI ORD ALI time
ALI
.
BE
dogCAUALI ALIlove
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Both sentence graphs stress the passive tense by the BE-frame.
4 The passive sentence in English and in Chinese
4.1 The special passive sentences in English
The special passive sentence in English is represented by the passive mode of the transitive verb.
The basic form of the special passive sentence in English has a form like
subject ＋ be ＋ past participle (＋ by ＋ agent of the verb)
The auxiliary verb “be”, past participle, and “by” are called passive marks. The word “by” is used
to draw forth the agent of the verb (if one does not show clearly the agent of the verb, the “by”
phrase is omitted). The different sentence tense is shown through the change of the auxiliary verb
“be”. The special passive sentence in English stresses that the action has taken place.
This form of sentences is not difficult to express by means of a knowledge graph, because there
are the obvious marks for passive use of the verb in these sentences. Although the same basic
meaning can be expressed by an active sentence and a corresponding passive sentence, the
emphasis is different. As we discussed above, in order to distinguish the subtle difference we use
the following sentence graphs to express passive sentences.
or
time
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
love      dog
CAU
ALI ALI
BE
ALI ORD ALI time
ALI
CAU
ALI
boy
.
time
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ALI ORD ALI time
ALI
.
BE
dogCAUALI ALIlove
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Example 1 The sentence “He was met by his friends at the airport.” is a passive sentence. The
expression by a sentence graph is very simple. What this sentence is states that “he” was met. In
this sentence, even if there exists only the subject (the patient of the verb) and the verb structure,
the action “meet” is clear.
4.2 The special passive sentence in Chinese
There are some passive marks to form special passive sentences in Chinese, such as the words “被
bei4, 由 you2, 让 rang4, 受 shou4, 挨 ai2, 给 gei3, and 遭受 zao1sho4”. We will choose some
of them to discuss in this paper. Unlike the special passive sentences in English, some of these
words are not only passive marks, but also still predicate verbs in some sentences. So, the special
passive sentences can be divided into two groups: Group A and Group B. In Group A, the marks
forming Chinese special passive sentences are only passive marks. In Group B, the marks forming
Chinese special passive sentences are still predicate verbs.
Like in the case of the special passive sentence in English, these sentences are not difficult to
express by means of knowledge graphs, because there are obvious marks of the passive tense in
these sentences.
time
agent     verb     patient
ALI
  tv,b   ts
PAR
CAU
ALI ALI
BE
ALI ORD ALI time
ALI
CAU
ALI
EQU
ALI
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ORD ALI timetime
ALI
FPAR
his friends   meet     he
CAU
ALI
CAU
ALI ALI
airportALIBE
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Sentences in Group A are like in the following examples.
“被 bei4” is a very important passive mark in Chinese. Generally, it is functions as a preposition or
as an auxiliary word. The passive sentence with the mark “被 bei4” need not have an agent of the
verb. Such as in:
Example 2 “他被选为班长。ta1 bei4 xuan3wei2 ban1zhang3, he bei4 choose as monitor” is an
example of a passive sentence with the passive mark “被 bei4”. The meaning is “he had been
chosen for a monitor.” “被 bei4” in this sentence is only the passive mark. It has only the
grammatical meaning, to be used to form the passive sentence.
How to get the (semantic) sentence graph for this sentence? From the semantic point of view, “他,
ta1, he” is the patient or receiver of the verb “选, xuan3, choose”. So, we get the following
representation by means of a knowledge graph after the transformation.
But, how to express the word “被 bei4”? How to express the passive tense? Because the passive
sentence is expressed by a “BE”-frame as we discussed above, we introduce the “BE”-frame (or
“bei4”-frame) to express “被 bei4” or the passive tense. So, we get the following expression,
As a conclusion, in order to get the representation of the (semantic) sentence graph, we have to do
the two steps. In the first step, we use the transformation to get its basic meaning. In the second
step, we stress to express the word “被 bei4” or the passive tense.
Example 3 “他被大家选为班长。ta1 bei4 da4jia xuan3wei2 ban1zhang3, he bei4 all choose as
monitor” is an example of a passive sentence with the passive mark “被 bei4” and where the agent
appears. The meaning is “he had been chosen for a monitor by all.” Although the agent of the verb
choose    him    monitor
ALI
CAU CAU
ALI EQU
he   bei4   choose   as   monitor.
choose          he   as   monitor.
sentence transformation     basic meaning
EQU
time
choose    him    monitor
ALI
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
BE
ALI
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ORD ALI time
ALI
   final representation
.
EQU
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is given, the analysis is the same as in Example 2.
In the first step, we use the following transformation to get the basic meaning.
In the second step, we stress to express the word “被 bei4” or the passive tense. We get the
following final representation.
In Examples 2 and 3, the mark to form Chinese special passive sentences (被 bei4) is only a
passive mark. We parse these sentences in two steps. Firstly, we have to transform the sentences in
the BEI-pattern O bei4 SV into the basic pattern SVO in order to get their basic meanings. Then
we construct the final representations in order to stress the passive tense.
In Group B, the marks forming Chinese special passive sentences are still predicate verbs, the
passive meaning of the sentences is shown by the verbs themselves.
Example 4 “敌人遭受了巨大的损失。di2ren zao1shou4 le ju4da4 de sun3shi1, enemy suffer le
huge de loss” is a special Chinese passive sentence. Its meaning is “The enemy has suffered huge
loss.” Here, “遭受 zao1shou4, suffer” is not only marking the passive tense, but is the real verb in
the sentence. Because there is a passive mark in the sentence, its expression by a sentence graph is
very simple. Note that “le” also indicates the past tense. We see that the passive meaning is shown
by the verb “遭受, zao1shou4, suffer”.
he  bei4  all  choose  as  monitor.
all  choose  he  as  monitor.
sentence transformation
person   choose      he    monitor
ALI ALI
CAU CAU
ALI EQU
SKO
    basic meaning
EQU
time
person   choose      he     monitor
ALI ALI
CAU CAU
ALI EQU
SKO
BE
ALI
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ORD ALI time
ALI
  final representation
EQU
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Note, the word graph for “le” can be taken to be
Example 5 “他受到了表扬。ta1 shou4dao4 le biao3yang2, he get le praise” is another special
Chinese passive sentence. The meaning is “He got praise.” Like the sentence in Example 4, here
“受到 shou4dao4, get” is still a real verb to indicate the passive sentence. The passive meaning of
the sentence is shown by the verb “受到, shou4dao4, get”. So, its expression in knowledge graph
is as the follows.
When the agent of the verb appears, the agent is arisen with the form of attribute generally.
Example 6 “他受到上级的表扬。ta1 shou4dao4 shang4ji2 de biao3yang2, he get le superior de
praise”is a passive sentence with the agent of the verb. The meaning is “he got praise from
superior.” The basic meaning is “上级表扬他, shang4ji2 biao3yang2 ta1, superior praise him”.
Although the agent is “上级, shang4ji2, superior”, the word “上级, shang4ji2, superior” is the
attribute in the original sentence. However, as for the situation in Example 5, the passive meaning
of the sentence is shown by the verb “受到, shou4dao4, get”. So, we get the following
representation in a knowledge graph.
PAR     EQU huge
enemy    suffer     loss      size
CAU CAU
ALI ALIALI ALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
  he      get      praise
CAU CAU
ALI ALIALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
  ts       tv,e      verb
ORD
ALI ALI
PAR
ALI
.
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Normally, when the verbs express actions like delivering or transmitting, there exist some special
passive sentences. In these sentences, the receiver of the verb can be the subject. But there are no
such forms of passive sentences in Chinese.
Example 7 In English, there is a sentence like “he was given a book”. But in Chinese there are no
corresponding passive sentences. We do not say “他被给了一本书, ta1 bei4 gei3 le yi4 ben3 shu1,
he bei4 give a ben3 book”. In Chinese we say “有人给了他一本书。you3ren2 gei3 le ta1 yi4 ben3
shu1, someone give le he a ben3 book”. The corresponding English sentence is “someone gave
him a book”. In Chinese, the subject is “有人, you3ren2, someone”, it is the agent of the verb. But
in English, the subject is “he”, it is the receiver or patient of the verb. We see that there exists a
great difference.
The subject is the topic of the sentence. If we have to stress the topic on “他, ta1, he”, we use
another sentence “他得到一本书, ta1 de2dao4 yi1 ben3 shu1, he get a ben3 book” to express the
same meaning. Like the situations in Example 4, 5, and 6, the passive meaning is expressed by the
verb “得到, de2dao4, get”.
The representations of all these three sentences by means of a knowledge graph are simple.
  he      get      praise
CAU CAU
ALI ALIALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
superior
ALI
PAR
time ALI
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ORD ALI time
ALI
 He was given a book.
EQU he
ORD
          give      book
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
BE
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4.3 The meaning passive sentence in English
The meaning passive sentence in English is the sentence where the form is active, but the meaning
is passive. Mostly, these sentences are used to express the relevant conditions that occur around or
accompany the action that occurs. The meaning passive sentence in English can be divided into
the following two small groups approximately:
(1) The meaning passive sentence in which the verb is in active form
In English, some verbs can express passive meaning although the form is active, such as in the
following examples.
Example 8 The sentences like “The door won’t close.” and “The safe doesn’t lock.” are two
English meaning passive sentences. The form is in active, but the meaning is passive. How to
parse these kinds of sentences? Actually, it is difficult to do it. In these sentences, the form of the
sentences is active, and there are no passive marks. Why do we say these sentences are passive
sentences? The only way to check is according to the meaning of the sentences. We know “the
door” could not close itself, and the safe could not lock itself. The door (safe) closed (locked)
because something (someone) closes (locks) it. So, as we discussed in Section 2, sememe analysis,
we should do some more work on word graphs. If we add the modifiers to the verbs “close” and
“lock”, the problems become easy. For example, if we add some attributes to the word graph of
the word “close”, the parsing is easy.
close
ALI
FPAR
 agent             agent
ALI
EQU
ALI
EQU
human wind
or
.
ALI
EQU
ORD
he
someone   give      book
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
  Someone gave him a book.
ALI
  he      get       book
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
       He got a book.
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After that, their expressions by sentence graphs are simple.
The following sentences are more common with those situations.
Example 9 The sentences “These clothes wash well.” and “This poem reads well.” are two other
English meaning passive sentences. This kind of sentence often has an adverbial to explain the
situation with the relevant action. The narration in the first sentence is not only the action of
“wash”, what it emphasized is “wash well”, i.e. the condition after the clothing has been washed.
If the adverbial is removed, the sentence becomes “These clothes wash”, and we do not
understand it.
If altering the meaning passive sentence to a special passive sentence, the emphases in semantics
normally change. Such as in:
Example 10 Compare the sentences: “These clothes wash well.” and “These clothes are washed
well”. We see that the former sentence says that it is easy for clothing to be washed. The latter
sentence says that clothing has been washed carefully. Evidently, the special passive sentence
narrates action emphatically, the meaning passive sentence stresses the situation after the action.
(2) The meaning passive sentence in which the progressive tense of the verb is used
There are a few verbs taking the active form to express a passive meaning. Its verb often adopts
the form “be＋v－ing”. Such as in:
Example 11 “The dinner is cooking” is a sentence with the progressive tenses of the verb to
express the passive tense in active form. This is a meaning passive sentence because the dinner
cannot cook itself. The dinner has to be cooked by someone. So, if we add some modifiers to the
verb “cook”, the parsing is easy.
The sentence of this kind of form usually does not use some “person” to be the subject, instead the
close
ALI
FPAR
 agent
ALI
EQU human CAU CAU
ALI ALI
cook    dinner
EQU
  ts
ALI ALI
  tv
PAR
NOT
close     door
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
 lock      safe
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
NOT
BE BE
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thing that is the object of the verb is taken as the subject.
4.4 The meaning passive sentence in Chinese
Although there are many marks to express passive meanings in Chinese sentences, there are still,
sometimes, other approaches to express it in a more natural way without the passive marks. Such
as in:
Example 12 “衣服洗净了。yi1fu3 xi3 jing4 le, clothing wash clean le” is a Chinese passive
sentence in active form without passive marks. Its meaning is “the clothing is washed clean.”
How to analyze these sentences? We still start from the meaning of the sentences as in English.
The “clothing” will not “wash” itself. So, we still do some more work on word graphs. For
instance, if we add some modifiers to the verb “wash”, the parsing is easy. The graph of the
sentence is still simple.
This kind of sentence does not have passive marks. Although the form is in active, the meaning
that it expresses is passive.
In the meaning passive sentence in Chinese, the position of the PATIENT (receiver of the verb) is
in the first, that is the main position, the topic of the sentence, the position of the agent lies
between the PATIENT and the verb. This kind of sentence stresses the action, instead of the agent
of the verb. Such as in:
Example 13 “自行车他骑走了。zi4xing2che1 ta1 qi2 zou3 le, bicycle he ride go le” is a Chinese
sentence in this form. Here, “自行车, zi4xing2che1, bicycle” is in the main position of the
sentence, the topic of the sentence, and it is the patient of the verb “骑, qi2, ride”. “他, ta1, he” is
the agent of the verb “骑, qi2, ride”, it is in the position between the patient and the verb. This
sentence belongs to the pattern O-S-V. The parsing of the sentence still starts from the meaning of
the sentence, that is, adding some modifiers to the word graph of the word “骑, qi2, ride”. After
that, the parsing is easy. Because the sentence stresses the action instead of the agent, we get the
following sentence graph.
wash
ALI
FPAR
 agent
ALI
EQU human
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
wash    clothing
clean
PAR
ALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
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Translated we would say, “the bicycle was ridden by him.”
After removing the agent of the verb the sentence becomes: “自行车骑走了。zi4xing2che1 qi2
zou3 le, bicycle rid go le”. The structure of this sentence looks more like the one in English. The
parsing is the same as above.
In order to stress the agent of the verb in meaning passive sentences, the sentence pattern “be …
de” is used in Chinese. If you insert the structure including “Subject-Predicate” with a transitive
verb in this sentence pattern, the agent of the verb is the subject of the structure of “Subject-
Predicate”. Such as in:
Example 14 “灯是我关的。deng1 shi4 wo3 guan1de, lamp be I turn off de” is a sentence in this
form. In the sentence, the stress is on “我, wo3, I”, i.e. “I turn off the lamp”. Although the topic of
the sentence is “灯, deng1, lamp”, the stress is on “我, wo3, I”. When we parse the sentence, we
still need to add some modifiers to the verb “关, guan1, turn off”. Translated we would say, “I
turned off the lamp.”
Any activity takes place in a certain space. Therefore pointing out the place where the act occurs
can often hint at the scope of the agent of the verb. For example:
ALI
  I      turn off     lamp
CAU CAU
ALI ALI
  ts
ORD
ALI ALI
  tv,e
PAR
time ALI
ALI
  tv,e   ts
PAR
ORD ALI time
ALI
ride
ALI
FPAR
 agent
ALI
EQU human
  he       ride    bicycle
CAU CAU
ALI ALIALI
CAU
goALI
BE
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Example 15 “这机器是我们厂制造的。zhe4 ji1qi1 shi4 wo3mei2 chang3 zhi4zao4 de, this
machine be our factory make de” is a very special sentence in Chinese. Translated we would say,
“this machine is made by (in) our factory”. This is still a passive sentence like in Example 14. The
topic is “机器, ji1qi1, machine”, but the stress is “我们厂, wo3men1 chang3, our factory”. We say
that the sentence is a very special sentence in Chinese, because this sentence has pointed out the
place of production of the machine, and has also pointed out the machine producer. In English,
this kind of sentence does not exist. This sentence must be translated respectively according to
these two situations, when translating it into English. The two English sentences “the machine is
made by our factory.” and “the machine is made in our factory.” can express these two meanings.
It does not, like Chinese, express them in one sentence.
5 Concluding remarks
From the above analysis we see that there exist great differences in passive sentences between
English and Chinese, including differences in sentence patterns and in semantics. Especially, there
exist meaning passive sentences in Chinese and they are very common. In order to parse the
sentences correctly, we should do some more work on word graphs. We have to add the detailed
information in word graphs, such as sememe analysis and adding some modifiers to word graphs,
to obtain solutions in parsing.
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